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QUALIFICATION RULES
B.A./ B.Sc. (2-Years Composite)
1. For BA/ B.Sc. Annual and Supplementary Examinations will be held each
year.
2. Total number of chances are four consecutively ( 1+3 )
3. Minimum number of Marks required to pass the examination are 33 % in
each subject (separately in written and practical papers).
4. A candidate who fails in one subject by five (5) marks or less is granted
condonation of five (5) marks and declared pass. This advantage is only
for the purpose to pass as a whole.
5. A candidate who misses 1st or 2nd Division by five (5) marks or less
(provided he/she has not availed subject condonation) is awarded
condonation up to five (5) marks.
6. The candidates fail in one or two or more subjects will have to reappear
only in the subjects in which they have failed. They will not have to
reappear in all the subjects.
7. Supplementary exam is open only for compartmental candidates.
8. Where a subject involves practical, it shall be necessary for a candidate to
pass theory and practical separately. Failing in any one of them shall
render the candidate as fail in that subject & required to reappear in both
of them (i.e. theory & practical) the marks of theory & practical shall not be
combined for aggregate purposes.
9. The candidate desiring to improve division is given only one (1) chance
within one (1) year of passing the exam. Such a candidate can not change
subject(s).
10. Private candidates are not allowed to appear in the Examination of Pure
Sciences. However, they are allowed in humanities & Social Sciences.
11. Pass candidate shall be placed in the following three categories.
1st Division i.e.
2nd Division i.e.
3rd Division i.e.

60 % and above marks
45 % and above marks
33 % and above marks

12. The syllabi and pattern of Question Papers shall not change unless and
until notified by the Registrar/GC University, Faisalabad
B.COM (Part-I & Part-II)
1. For B.Com (Part-I & Part-II) Annual and Supplementary Examination will
be held each year. B.Com candidates shall be allowed in Supplementary
Examination before appearing at Part-II Examination.
2. Total number of chances are four consecutively ( 1+3 )
3. Minimum number of Marks required to pass the examination are 40 % in
each subject.
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4. A candidate who fails in only one subject by 5 marks or less is declared
pass if he / she takes the examination in all the papers at one time
5. A candidate who misses 1st or 2nd Division by five (5) marks or less
(provided he/she has not availed subject condonation) is awarded
condonation up to five (5) marks.
6. If a candidate fails in one and two subjects or who passes at least six
subjects in Part-I, shall be allowed to appear in the Part-II examination.
However, he/she has to clear Part-I in the prescribed chances failing
which, the result of Part-II will be treated as cancelled.
7. If a candidate fails in more than two subjects in Part-I shall not be allowed
to appear in Part-II until he/she clears at least six subjects of Part-I in the
prescribed number of chances.
8. Supplementary exam is open only for compartmental candidates.
9. The candidate desiring to improve division is given only one (1) chance
within one (1) year of passing the exam. Such a candidate can not change
subject(s).
10. Pass candidate shall be placed in the following three categories.
1st Division i.e.
2nd Division i.e.
3rd Division i.e.

60 % and above marks
45 % and above marks
40 % and above marks

M.A./ M.Sc. (Part-I & Part-II)
1. For MA/ MSc (Part-I & Part-II) Annual and Supplementary Examinations
will be held each year..
2. Total number of chances are four ( 1+3 ) in part-I & four (1+3) in part-II.
3. Minimum number of Marks required to pass the examination are 40 % in
individual paper.
4. A candidate who fails in one subject by five (5) marks or less is granted
condonation of five (5) marks and declared pass. This advantage is only
for the purpose to pass the Degree.
5. A candidate who fails in one or two papers or in aggregate by five (5)
marks or less (once either in Part-I or Part-II) shall be awarded with 05
condonation marks.
6. A candidate who misses 1st Division by 5 marks or less (if he/she has not
availed subject/aggregate grace) is awarded grace up to 5 marks.
7. Condonation of maximum 5 marks is to be granted only once in any one
of above three situations (Sr.# 4,5 & 6). Double benefit is not allowed.
8. The candidates who pass 50% subjects (3/5) of Part-I by securing 45%
aggregate marks in passing subjects are allowed to appear in Part-II one
year after his/her 1st appearance in part-I examination, However he/she
has to pass part-I examination in prescribed chances failing which result of
part-II will also be automatically quashed/cancelled.
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9. The candidates failing in more than 50% subjects are declared full fail and
they will have to appear in all subjects in next annual examination.
10. The candidates desiring to improve their division/marks in Part-I or Part-II
or Part-I & II together is given one chance within one year of passing the
examination.
11. Private candidates are allowed in the subjects of Urdu, English, Arabic,
Punjabi, Economics, Islamic Studies, Mathematics, Political Science,
Pakistan Studies, History, Journalism, and International Relations only.
12. The syllabi and pattern of Question papers may be amended as when
required on having the approval of Competent Authority GC University,
Faisalabad.
13. Pass candidate shall be placed in the following two categories.
1st Division i.e.
2nd Division i.e.

60 % and above marks
45 % and above marks
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